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ABSTRACT
Using the data of Richter, Ott, & Begemann on Te isotopes in diamond grains from a meteorite, we
derive bounds on the neutrino Ñuence and the decay timescale of the neutrino Ñux relevant for the
supernova r-process. Our new bound on the neutrino Ñuence F after freezeout of the r-process peak at
mass number AD 130 is more stringent than the previous bound (in units of 1037 ergs cm~2)F[ 0.045
of Qian et al. and Haxton et al., if the neutrino Ñux decays on a timescale s. In particular, itqü Z 0.65
requires that a Ñuence of F\ 0.031 be provided by a neutrino Ñux with s. Such a Ñuence mayqü [ 0.84
be responsible for the production of the solar r-process abundances at A\ 124È126. Our results are
based on the assumption of Ott that only the stable nuclei implanted into the diamonds are retained,
while the radioactive nuclei are lost from the diamonds upon decay after implantation. We consider that
the nanodiamonds are condensed in an environment with C/O[ 1 in the expanding supernova debris or
from the exterior H envelope. This environment need not have the 13C/12C ratio of the bulk diamonds,
since the Te- and Xe-containing nanodiamond grains are too rare to a†ect that ratio. The implantation
of nuclei would have occurred D104È106 s after r-process freezeout. This time interval may be margin-
ally sufficient to permit adequate cooling upon expansion for the formation of diamond grains. The
mechanisms of preferential retention/loss of the implanted nuclei are not well understood.
Subject headings : elementary particles È nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances È
solar system: formation È supernovae : general
1. INTRODUCTION
The nature and occurrence of presolar diamonds and the
associated isotopic anomalies in several elements have been
reported and discussed by various authors (see, e.g., Fraun-
dorf et al. 1989 ; Russell, Arden, & Pillinger 1991 ; Anders &
Zinner 1993 ; Huss & Lewis 1995). It has been shown that
macroscopic samples of these diamond crystals (D1 nm in
size) contain xenon with major excesses of 124Xe, 126Xe,
134Xe, and 136Xe. This xenon has a characteristic abun-
dance pattern that is called Xe-HL. These excesses appear
to be correlated and have been attributed to a variety of
causes ranging from superheavy element Ðssion (Anders et
al. 1975) to some special combination of r-process and
p-process. It is evident that this widespread anomalous Xe
(see, e.g., Huss & Lewis 1995) cannot be attributed to a
single nuclear process and could represent a mixture of two
or more distinctive nucleosynthetic sources that were subse-
quently mixed. The separation of Xe-H (with excesses in
134Xe and 136Xe of a likely r-process origin) from Xe-L
(with excesses in 124Xe and 126Xe of a likely p-process
origin) appears to have been accomplished in an elegant
experiment by Meshik, Pravdivtseva, & Hohenberg (1998).
This demonstrates that Xe-H is a distinct component.
1 Present address : T-5, MS B283, Theoretical Division, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545.
Recently, Richter, Ott, & Begemann (1998) have shown
that tellurium found in diamond-rich residues from a mete-
orite is comprised of a mixture of isotopically normal Te
(e.g., terrestrial composition) and a pure r-process com-
ponent of 128Te and 130Te. However, 125Te and 126Te with
substantial r-process contributions are essentially absent in
the component containing 128Te and 130Te. Based on the
Xe data and the fact that stable isotopes are produced
through b decays after r-process freezeout, Ott (1996) earlier
proposed that the isotopic composition of the pure
r-process component in presolar diamonds reÑects the life-
times of precursors for individual isotopes. He also calcu-
lated a period of D7.5] 103 s between r-process freezeout
and implantation of r-process products into the diamonds,
assuming that only the stable isotopes present at the time of
implantation will be retained. The study by Richter et al.
(1998) strongly supports his proposal, as the virtual absence
of pure r-process 125Te and 126Te in the diamonds can be
attributed to the long half-lives of their corresponding pre-
cursors 125Sb (2.76 yr) and 126Sn (D105 yr). In the model of
Ott (1996), it is required that radioactive nuclei will be lost
almost completely from the diamonds upon decay after
implantation.
In this paper we discuss the connection between the iso-
topic composition of presolar diamonds and the supernova
r-process. In particular, we consider the e†ects of a neutrino
Ñux on the distribution of Te isotopes after r-process
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freezeout. The high abundance of 128Sn, the precursor for
128Te, could facilitate appreciable production of 126Te
because of interactions with neutrinos. By using the data of
Richter et al. (1998), we can derive a bound on the neutrino
Ñuence to which nuclei were subject subsequent to the
freezeout of the r-process in a supernova environment. This
bound is presented in ° 2. We recognize that the mechanism
of implantation and retention/loss of volatile elements like
Te and Xe in the very Ðne diamond crystallites is still enig-
matic. These and other general issues will be discussed later
in ° 3. For simplicity, we assume the following time
sequence and environment illustrated in Figure 1.
At time some material is ejected from the neutron startej,produced by the core collapse and the subsequent super-
nova explosion. Within the moving material, the r-process
starts at and continues to the time of freezeout. Byt0 tFO,deÐnition, the r-process involves rapid neutron capture
onto seed nuclei (with b decays and possibly also capturel
ereactions playing important roles ; see, e.g., Kratz et al.
1993 ; Fuller & Meyer 1995 ; McLaughlin & Fuller 1996,
1997 ; Qian et al. 1997 ; Haxton et al. 1997 ; Qian, Vogel, &
Wasserburg 1998). At which is taken to coincide withtFO,the time t \ 0, all the neutrons are exhausted and the popu-
lation of nuclei is assumed to reach the r-process peak at the
magic neutron number N \ 82. Subsequent to freezeout
(i.e., at t [ 0), these nuclei are subject to modiÐcation by
further neutrino interactions (for D10 s, the so-called
postprocessing) and b decays and to implantation into the
preexisting diamond grains (with retention of only the
stable nuclei). The freezeout abundances of all nuclear
species in the N \ 82 peak would correspond to the normal
solar r-process yields at mass number AD 130 after the
postprocessing, and all of the b decays are completed.
Diamond grains are assumed to be formed at the time tDFafter freezeout, and nuclei can be implanted into them
anytime afterward. At (about a few hours), the grains aretret
FIG. 1.ÈTime sequence of events relevant for the origin of r-process Te
and Xe isotopes in presolar diamonds. The r-process is considered to take
place in the material ejected from the neutron star produced in a super-
nova. This material experiences a neutrino Ñux that decreases with time.
After r-process freezeout, the neutrino Ñux is assumed to decay exponen-
tially on a characteristic timescale A few hours after freezeout, theqü .
r-process material catches up with the previously ejected supernova
material, implanting r-process nuclei into the earlier formed diamonds.
However, only the implanted stable nuclei will be retained indeÐnitely
when the diamond grains become sufficiently cool.
sufficiently cool so that the implanted stable nuclei will be
retained indeÐnitely. However, radioactive nuclei will, by
recoil or lattice site damage, be lost from the microcrystals
upon decay after implantation (Ott 1996). We now address
the e†ects of neutrino-nucleus interactions immediately
after that can signiÐcantly alter the abundances of stabletFOTe isotopes at and we derive a bound on the neutrinotret,Ñuence after r-process freezeout.
2. BOUND ON NEUTRINO FLUENCE AFTER r-PROCESS
FREEZEOUT
The Te isotopic abundance ratios are 125Te: 126Te:
128Te: 130Te\ 0.0006^ 0.0018 : 0.0001^ 0.0037 :
1.008^ 0.018 : 1 for the pure r-process component in pre-
solar diamonds (Richter et al. 1998), compared with
0.159 :0.307 :0.923 :1 for the solar r-process component
Beer, & Wisshak 1989). This striking di†erence(Ka ppeler,
can be explained by the hypothesis of Ott (1996) that the
diamonds sample only the r-process yields carried by stable
isotopes a few hours after freezeout. With a generic precur-
sor abundance pattern at freezeout, the solar r-process
abundances of Te isotopes would be produced after all b
decays are completed. The rather close agreement between
the 128Te/130Te ratio in the diamonds and that in the solar
system indicates that 128Te and 130Te are essentially carry-
ing their full r-process yields a few hours after freezeout,
since their precursors have half-lives of hr. On the other[1
hand, the virtual absence of 125Te and 126Te in the dia-
monds appears to be due to the extremely slow b decays of
their corresponding precursors 125Sb and 126Sn.
Although essentially no production of 126Te occurs
through the b decay of 126Sn on a timescale of a few hours,
126Te can be produced on a much shorter timescale via
neutrino reactions after the r-process freezes out in a super-
nova environment. These reactions are as follows : 128Sn(l
e
,
e~2n)126Sb, e~n)126Sb, and e~)126Sb,127Sn(l
e
, 126Sn(l
e
,
where, for example, e~2n)126Sb is a shorthand for128Sn(l
e
,
capture on 128Sn producing 126Sb, one electron and twol
eneutrons. Reactions with emission of more than two neu-
trons are insigniÐcant because of energetic requirements.
The above reactions of concern produce 126Sb mainly in its
isomeric state, which has a half-life of 19.15 minutes, and
86% of the time have b decays to 126Te. (The ground state
of 126Sb has spin 8 and is unlikely to be populated directly
by neutrino interactions due to angular momentum selec-
tion rules.) Therefore, a bound on the neutrino Ñuence after
r-process freezeout can be obtained by restricting neutrino-
induced production of 126Te. However, no similar bound
can be obtained by considering 125Te. While capturel
ereactions on Sb isotopes can bypass the slow b decay of
125Sb (which holds up the 125Te production), no neutrino
Ñux would be available to induce such reactions. This is
because the b decays only reach the relevant Sb isotopes
more than 1 minute after r-process freezeout, while the
entire supernova neutrino emission only lasts for D10 s. In
addition, although 125Sb can be produced within D10 s
after r-process freezeout through the reactions 127Sn(l
e
,
e~2n)125Sb, e~n)125Sb, and e~)125Sb,126Sn(l
e
, 125Sn(l
e
,
there are no isomeric states in 125Sb that can b decay to
125Te on a timescale shorter than a few hours.
Compared with 126Sn and 127Sn, 128Sn is more abundant
and is reached earlier when the neutrino Ñux is also higher
after r-process freezeout. Therefore, while the cross sections
for neutrino reactions on 126Sn, 127Sn, and 128Sn are
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similar, the reaction on 128Sn is the most important one for
the production of 126Te. In what follows, we speciÐcally
consider the reaction e~2n)126Sb to derive a128Sn(l
e
,
bound on the neutrino Ñuence after freezeout. We separate
the process of neutrino-induced production of 126Te into
three steps : (1) the production of 128Sn through b decays
after r-process freezeout, (2) the production of 126Sb by
e~2n)126Sb, and (3) the production of 126Te128Sn(l
e
,
through the b decay of 126Sb. These three steps are illus-
trated in Figure 2.
The production of 128Sn is essentially through a chain of
b decays starting from 128Pd (with N \ 82) at r-process
freezeout. For simplicity, we do not consider neutrino reac-
tions at this stage, although adding them would speed up
the production of 128Sn somewhat and might give a more
stringent bound on the neutrino Ñuence. The half-life of
128Sn is 59.07 minutes, and it can be taken as stable over a
period of D10 s relevant for neutrino-induced production
of 126Sb. The other half-lives in the decay chain are 0.125,
0.0922, 0.34, and 0.84 s for 128Pd, 128Ag, 128Cd, and 128In,
respectively. The Ðrst two half-lives are taken from Mo ller,
Nix, & Kratz (1997), and the other two are from Firestone
et al. (1996).
The capture on 128Sn mainly proceeds through Fermil
eand Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions. The Fermi strength is
carried by the isobaric analog state (IAS) in 128Sb, which
lies below the two-neutronÈemission threshold. Guided by
experimental data on 128Te and 130Te (Madey et al. 1989),
we put 85% of the GT strength in the giant resonance
(GTGR) states and the rest in the low-lying states. The cross
section for e~2n)126Sb is essentially determined by128Sn(l
e
,
transitions to the GTGR states between the thresholds for
emission of two and three neutrons. The spectrum-averaged
cross section for this reaction is Sple,2nT \ 1.65 ] 10~41
FIG. 2.ÈThree steps involved in neutrino-induced production of 126Te.
(a) Production of 128Sn through b decays after r-process freezeout is shown
with the relevant half-lives. Over the period (D10 s) of concern to (b), 128Sn
can be taken as stable. It decays predominantly to the short-lived isomeric
state of 128Sb, which in turn decays to 128Te (shown in the dotted box). (b)
Production of 126Sb by capture on 128Sn is shown. It essentially pro-l
eceeds through transitions to the GTGR states in 128Sb that lie between the
thresholds for emission of two and three neutrons (dotted lines). Due to
angular momentum selection rules, 126Sb is produced mainly in its isomer-
ic state rather than its high-spin ground state. (c) Production of 126Te
through the b decay of 126Sb is shown. The b decay from the isomeric state
dominates the production ; see (b). For comparison, the production of
126Te through the b decay of 126Sn on a much longer timescale is shown in
the dotted box. Note that the nuclear energy levels in Fig. 1 are for illustra-
tive purpose only and are not to scale.
cm2, where the spectrum is taken to bel
e
fle(Ele)Pwith an average energyEle2 /[exp (Ele/Tle [ 3) ] 1],MeV (see, e.g., Janka & HillebrandtSEleT \ 3.99Tle \ 111989 ; Qian et al. 1997). The corresponding reaction rate is
jle,2n(t) \
L le(t)
4nr(t)2
Sple,2nT
SEleT
\ 0.744 L le,51(t)
r7(t)2
s~1 , (1)
where is the luminosity in units of 1051 ergs~1,L le,51 le L leand is the distance r of the r-process material from ther7neutron star in units of 107 cm. After r-process freezeout
(i.e., at t [ 0), we assume that
L le,51(t)
r7(t)2
\ L le,51(0)
r7(0)2
exp
A
[ t
qü
B
, (2)
where is the characteristic decay timescale of the neutrinoqü
Ñux.
As mentioned earlier, the reaction e~2n)126Sb128Sn(l
e
,
produces 126Sb mainly in its isomeric state, which directly b
decays to 126Te 86% of the time. We do not consider neu-
trino reactions on 126Sb in the production of 126Te, since
their e†ects are of the second order in the neutrino Ñuence.
In order to illuminate the underlying physics, we Ðrst
derive a bound on the neutrino Ñuence after r-process
freezeout using a perturbative approach and assuming that
all of the four b decays leading to 128Sn have the same rate
of s~1. This rate corresponds to a lifetime thatj6 b \ 1.98equals a quarter of the sum of lifetimes in the original decay
chain. Without any neutrino e†ects, the abundance of 128Sn
after freezeout is
Y128Sn(t) \ 1 [ ;
n/0
3 (j6 b t)n
n !
exp ([j6 b t) , (3)
where we have set the abundance of 128Pd at freezeout
(t \ 0) to unity without loss of generality. The neutrino-
induced production of 126Sb over a period of D10 s after
freezeout can be evaluated by the Ðrst order perturbation
theory as
(*Y )126Sb\
P
0
=
jle,2n(t)Y128Sn(t)dt \
0.744F
[1] (j6 b qü )~1]4
, (4)
where
F\
P
0
= L le,51(t)
r7(t)2
dt \ L le,51(0)
r7(0)2
qü (5)
is the neutrino Ñuence after freezeout in units of 1037 ergs
cm~2. For practical purpose, we have taken D10 s as inÐn-
ity in equation (4).
A few hours after r-process freezeout, 86% of the 126Sb
produced by neutrino reactions has decayed to 126Te. At
the same time, the bulk of the initial 128Pd has decayed to
128Te. From the abundance ratio 126Te/128Te\
3.67] 10~3 in presolar diamonds, we obtain
F\
3.67] 10~3
0.744] 0.86
A
1 ] 1
j6 b qü
B4
\ 5.74] 10~3
C
1 ]
A0.505 s
qü
BD4
. (6)
The bound given in equation (6) is shown as the dot-dashed
line in Figure 3.
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FIG. 3.ÈBounds on the neutrino Ñuence F and the characteristic
decay timescale of the neutrino Ñux after freezeout of the r-process peakqü
at AD 130. The dot-dashed line shows the approximate bound (eq. [6])
derived from the data of Richter et al. (1998) on Te isotopes in presolar
diamonds. The solid line nearly parallel to it is from a more accurate
calculation. The horizontal solid line is from Qian et al. (1997) and Haxton
et al. (1997). The dashed line shows the neutrino Ñuence that may be
responsible for the production of the solar r-process abundances at
A\ 124È126. The Te data in presolar diamonds require that such a Ñuence
be provided by a neutrino Ñux with s.qü [ 0.84
Using the actual b decay rates for the production of
128Sn and taking into account its destruction by capturel
ewith all neutron emission channels and by inelastic neutral-
current scatterings of and (see, e.g., Qian et al.lk, l6 k, lq, l6 q1997 for discussions of these reactions in supernovae), we
have solved the system of equations for the production of
126Te. The bound on the neutrino Ñuence obtained from
this more accurate nonperturbative approach is shown as
the solid line nearly parallel to the dot-dashed line in Figure
3. It is more stringent than the approximate bound in equa-
tion (6), because equation (3) underestimates the production
of 128Sn at earlier times when the neutrino Ñux is higher.
Previously, Qian et al. (1997) and Haxton et al. (1997)
have derived bounds on the neutrino Ñuence by considering
neutrino-induced neutron spallation o† the r-process peak
nuclei at AD 130 and 195 after freezeout. They found that
the Ðnal abundances at A\ 124È126 and 182È187 are
extremely sensitive to the neutrino Ñuence. By requiring
that the nuclei at A\ 124È126 not be overproduced by
neutrino reactions, they put an upper bound of F[ 0.045
on the neutrino Ñuence after freezeout. This bound is shown
as the horizontal solid line in Figure 3. In addition, Qian et
al. (1997) and Haxton et al. (1997) found that for F\ 0.031,
the solar r-process abundances at A\ 124È126 can be pro-
duced entirely by neutrino reactions after freezeout. This
neutrino Ñuence is shown as the dashed line in Figure 3.
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Using the Te data in presolar diamonds, we have derived
a new bound on the neutrino Ñuence and the decay time-
scale of the neutrino Ñux relevant for the supernova
r-process. This bound and the previous one of Qian et al.
(1997) and Haxton et al. (1997) deÐne an allowed region
shown in Figure 3 for the neutrino Ñuence F and the char-
acteristic decay timescale of the neutrino Ñux afterqü
freezeout of the r-process peak at AD 130. In particular, if a
neutrino Ñuence of F\ 0.031 is indeed responsible for the
production of the solar r-process abundances at A\ 124È
126 (Qian et al. 1997 ; Haxton et al. 1997), then the corre-
sponding decay timescale of the neutrino Ñux is required to
be s.qü [ 0.84
The present results depend on a model for retention of
only the stable isotopes after implantation of supernova
r-process products into the microdiamonds. The associ-
ation of supernovae with the diamond-rich residues found
in several meteorites was Ðrst based on the presence of iso-
topically anomalous Xe (Xe-HL) that has been attributed to
some aspects of the r-process (see the review by Anders &
Zinner 1993 ; Clayton 1989). As shown by Richter et al.
(1998), the Te associated with the diamonds has a clear
r-process signature and strengthens the possible connection
with supernovae. In order to account for the rather close
agreement between the 128Te/130Te ratio in the diamonds
and the ratio in the solar system, the radioactive precursors
of 128Te would have to decay nearly completely before
implantation. As noted by Richter et al. (1998), the decay of
128Sn (with a half-life of minutes) producesq1@2 \ 59.07128Sb predominantly in the short-lived isomeric state
minutes) rather than the ground state(q1@2 \ 10.4 (q1@2\9.01 hr). It follows that the timescale for retention of
the stable isotopes necessary to produce the observed
128Te/130Te ratio in the diamonds must be at least a
few hours after r-process freezeout ; i.e., s. Intret Z 104addition, the observed bound 125Te/130Te\ 0.0024 limits
the decay of 125Sb before implantation. Using the
lifetime of 125Sb, q(125Sb) \ 3.98 yr, we obtain tret \(0.0024/0.159)q(125Sb) \ 1.9] 106 s. This assumes that the
initial r-process yields of the nuclei at A\ 125 and 130
correspond to 125Te/130Te\ 0.159, the ratio of the relevant
solar r-process abundances. Thus we obtain 104[ tret \ 1.9] 106 s. These bounds on are reasonably consistent withtretthe retention timescale (D7.5] 103 s) calculated by Ott
(1996) from the Xe-H data.
There are several problems that require attention. The
Ðrst class of issues is related to the carbon in the diamonds.
One of them is that the 13C/12C ratio in the diamonds is
very close to the solar value. While some variations have
been observed (Russell et al. 1991), they are at the level of
D1%. In addition, one has to explain how carbon phases
(e.g., diamonds, graphite, SiC) could condense out of debris
from a supernova when the bulk C/O ratio is less than 1.
This is particularly problematic since the 13C/12C ratio in
the diamonds in no way reÑects the very low 13C/12C ratios
associated with supernova zones having C/O[ 1. The
second class of issues is related to the mechanisms of selec-
tive trapping/retention of stable nuclei as compared with
almost complete loss of radioactive species and the condi-
tions under which this may take place relative to the time-
scales presented here. Many of these issues have previously
attracted the attention of other workers. In particular,
Clayton (1989) and Clayton et al. (1995) have proposed
models to account for the conditions of formation of the
diamonds, their carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition,
and the implanted Xe. The model of Clayton et al. (1995) for
diamond formation requires a timescale of D1 yr and
assumes that the essentially solar 13C/12C ratio is made of a
960 QIAN, VOGEL, & WASSERBURG
mixture from extremely 12C- and 13C-rich supernova zones.
The rapid neutron burst model of Clayton (1989) for the
origin of Xe-HL has been shown to conÑict with the Te data
by Richter et al. (1998).
Concerning the issue of the 13C/12C ratio, Clayton et al.
(1995) recognized that the experimentally analyzed bulk
nanodiamond separates may represent mixtures of very dif-
ferent components from many di†erent supernova contri-
butions. These workers considered that the individual
nanodiamonds would have 13C/12C ratios changing from
their centers to their surfaces. Interestingly, with di†erential
thermal and chemical treatments it has been demonstrated
that there are large variations (D50%) in the 15N/14N ratio
of the bulk diamond separates (Russell et al. 1991 ; Ver-
chovsky et al. 1994). In addition, the r-process Te and Xe
isotopes discussed in this paper correspond to only one
atom in D107 nanodiamond crystals. The separation of
Xe-H from the bulk Xe-HL by Meshick et al. (1998) is
particularly pertinent for the present discussion. If the
r-process Te and Xe isotopes are contained in only a small
subset of the diamonds, then these carriers may have an
arbitrary 13C/12C ratio that is unrelated to the bulk value.
In this case, the Te and Xe-H carrier grains associated with
the diamonds could be pure 12C and thus represent ejecta
from the supernova He/C shell. This would leave the ques-
tion of what the bulk diamond separates represent. Con-
ceivably, they could be produced in the solar system,
thereby explaining their observed essentially solar 13C/12C
ratio.
Taking into account some of the issues considered by the
previous workers, we propose the following scenario, which
may tie together the observations and try to relate it to
plausible supernova processes. We consider either that a
supernova has in its evolved massive H envelope,C/O Z 1
or that the ejected mass from an interior supernova (He/C)
zone provides material with Upon expansion andC/O Z 1.
cooling after the supernova explosion, carbon and carbides
can be condensed from the material in the H envelope or
the ejected mass, as in the case of AGB stars (see, e.g., Sharp
& Wasserburg 1995 ; Bernatowicz et al. 1996). The dia-
monds or other polymorphs formed in this way are then
dominated by the chemistry and isotopic characteristics of
either the H envelope or the ejected material from the inte-
rior supernova zones.
In addition, we consider that the material involved in the
r-process deep inside the supernova is blasted out at high
velocities. It catches up with and penetrates the previously
ejected material, which implants the r-process products into
the earlier-formed diamond grains (see, e.g., Clayton 1989).
We consider that both the stable and the radioactive nuclei
will be implanted. To explain the absence of 125Te and
126Te, we must assume that recoil and crystallite damage by
decay would cause the later loss of essentially all radioactive
species as suggested by Ott (1996). The conditions under
which any of the implanted stable nuclei (particularly the
volatile elements) would be retained suggest a grain tem-
perature for retention of less than about 800È1000 K. At
expansion velocities of D104 km s~1, the required cooling
could possibly be achieved for the ejected material within
D104 s, our lower bound on the retention timescale from
the Te data (i.e., over an expansion distance of D1 AU. See
Lattimer, Schramm, & Grossman 1978). Our upper bound
of D106 s would allow much more room for cooling, but it
would cause a conÑict with the Xe data (Ott 1996). As the
size of the diamond crystals is very small (D1 nm), it is
possible to achieve grain growth over a period of D104 s for
plausible gas densities and with carbon sticking probabil-
ities of the order of unity. Loss of radioactive species due to
recoil or lattice damage by decay would take place on a
much longer timescale. The typical recoil energy of the
daughter nuclei is D0.3È1 eV. This may be enough to eject
them from the diamonds. However, the essentially complete
loss of the implanted radioactive nuclei as compared with
retention of the implanted stable nuclei cannot be put on a
sufficiently quantitative basis yet.
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